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Abstract: This paper discusses a new type of agreement that might be established in SOA environment; business level agreement -BLA. Compared to SLA; BLA is providing a higher level of monitoring on system’s activities. Thus, monitoring BLA being required in order measure where a system/application is performing well according to its business goals.
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I. Introduction

Nowadays Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) has been widely used and many applications are built upon it. Many organizations felt the benefits of that architecture and establish to align their business according to SOA based applications provide breaks down the business logics and goals of an organization into atomic services that can be easily managed, customized and monitored [1]. Those services are communicated between service provider (the system which provide the service and business logic) and service consumer (the system which consume the service for the requester) through broker. Broker or integration (technically named as Enterprise Service Bus) is the key player which facilitate the communication between service provider and consumer event if they are totally different systems. Monitoring such applications is not an easy thing and needs more research to focus on the key elements which can provide a representative data [2]. SLA can be defined as a contractual obligation between a service consumer and a service provider, which can represent guarantees of quality of service of a service consumer and promises of a service provider [11]. Many researches had been conducted to monitor the SLA (Service Level Agreement) between service consumer and provider to monitor the functional and non-functional aspects from service point of view [3]. On the other hand, the need of monitoring a higher level of focus is becoming noticed for business advantages [4].

II. SLA vs BLA

Service-Level Agreements (SLA) is an approach to establish guarantees for the low-level aspects of the interaction between a service provider and a service consumer [16]. Whereas BLA is looking for higher level agreement of how a business transaction is conducted with all related aspects such as low-level services involved, total execution time, service consistency and data transparency [4][7]. In other words, A BLA concerns the agreement of higher business goals, thus it is created by business analysts, whereas an SLA concerns technical characteristics of a service. A service level agreement is an agreement regarding the guarantees of a web service. It defines mutual understandings and expectations of a service between the service provider and service consumers. The service guarantees are about what transactions need to be executed and how well they should be executed. There is a clear difference between SLA and BLA; SLA concerns agreements on the availability degree of a Web service BLA concerns agreements on what a Web service does and how well it does it [4][7].

III. Problem statement

No much researches (as best to my knowledge) focus on the business level monitoring on such architecture (SOA). Here is this paper we are establishing the state of the art of monitoring Business Level Agreement (BLA) which focus on higher level of SOA based applications. BLA is looking into business aspects provided by SOA-based applications that focus on monitoring functions executed by the applications from business point of view.

IV. Purpose

This research aims to introduce a new type of agreement for software services, named Business-Level Agreement (BLA), which is complementary to the technical SLAs and focus on the business arguments and aspects. Moreover, we proposed a framework that can monitor the BLA defined on SOA based applications.

V. Significance of BLA Monitoring

The need for monitoring SOAs environments at run time (based on SLA) has been discussed widely in research and industry recently [1]. Service monitoring can play an important role in cutting testing costs. Monitoring is also useful for such tasks as described in [6]:
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• Avoiding failures - e.g. by replacing an unavailable service with another service of the same functionality;
• Enforcing the SLA compliance between the provider and the consumer;
• Ensuring that a service satisfies the pre- and post-conditions; and
• Enabling recovery activities if required.
However, Business monitoring is a crucial aspect that leads any organization to its success. It gives insight to the decision makers within the organization to understand the current situation, what happened in the past, why it went like this and what will happen in future. Thus, developing a solution that monitor business aspect will make the system/application aligned with organization business goals since they are not only monitoring functional attributes (SLA) but also business attributes (BLA).

VI. Related Work.
There have been a lot of efforts by the research community towards the development of deferent methodologies for the discovery, negotiation, monitoring, and adaptation of software services using SLAs. However, much less focus has been placed in higher-level aspects of this interaction, i.e. on the actual business activities realized through a software service [7][4]. In a situation where an SBA (Service Based Application) uses a software service that has high availability and high responsiveness, but the service delivers a business activity of low quality, the business value of the SBA will suffer. Therefore, the business-level becomes a principal concern for an organization, in order to maintain the long-term business value of its SBAs.
Generally, there are three different approaches for web service monitoring: consumer-side monitoring, provider-side monitoring, and third-party (broker) monitoring [8]. The drawback of provider-side and consumer-side monitoring is that in the case of problems neither side will trust the others. Third party monitoring is an approach to solve this issue [8]. Main disadvantage of this approach is the resulting bottleneck when all calls between the consumer and provider sides have to be intercepted by this third party. In order to avoid this, one could monitor only a limited number of service calls, leading to a reduced accuracy of the results [9].

Authors in [12] proposed a monitoring framework for WSBPEL (Web Services-Business Process Execution Language) processes for both functional and non-functional requirements. The approach presented in this framework concentrates on client-side monitoring and relies on WS-Policy to express the monitoring policies associated with WS-BPEL processes, that is, the user requirements (constraints) on running Web services compositions. All constraints are written in WS-CoL (Web Service Constraint Language), a domain-independent language for monitoring assertions. All of these mentioned frameworks only monitor the functional characteristics of the services.

VII. Proposed Framework Architecture
The suggested framework is composed of two containers namely BLA interceptor and Run Time environment Interceptor. Hereunder description of those containers and it belonging components. Below figure shows the framework containers and components.

**BLA interceptor:**
This container mainly managing the BLA, deciding breaches of BLA and reporting monitoring results. It has four component described below.
Business interface: this component is the interface between business analyst and framework. It is the entry point to take the data from business analyst and communicate it to business rule.
Business Ruler: it takes the BLA entered through business interface and convert it to business rule that can be monitored thought the framework. It guarantees the consistency of the rules and their parameters and attributes.
Data presenter: This component concerned with presenting the monitoring results and data to business analyst in human understandable way though the business interface.
Engine Controller: This component in the heart of the framework, it controls other component within the framework. It reads and understands rules from business rules. Also it communicates with data collector and verifies if the business rules happened.

**Run Time Environment Interceptor:**
This container deals with the running environment; it logs SOA services, collects the required data and discovers the environment state. Below are the contained components.
Data Collector: it collects the data being monitored within the topology and web service logger. This data is being communicated to Engine controller to decide if it match the business rules.
Web Service Logger: it logs the data at web service level to ensure the technical characteristics of a web service.
Topology discovery: This component informs the state of the run time environment and what web service exits and running. It also provides general information about the environment.
Our monitoring mechanism is based on two major containers; BLA interceptor and run-time environment interceptor. Run Time Environment interceptor looking after the SOA run time environment and provide classic data of the environment such as environment state, web services running in place, web services executed environment errors and other information help monitoring the run time environment. BLA interceptor, on the other side, is looking after the BLA and business rules if they are executed and elect specific monitored data to compare with its business rules. BLA interceptor components are dealing with out layer of the framework through business interface, at the same time also with run time environment interceptor through business controller. Business controller is the corner stone of the BLA interceptor, it is responsible of handling the whole date in the framework and deciding which date to be collected and reported.

IX. Monitoring scenario
BLA is entered (normally by business analyst) through business interface. Business ruler takes the entered BLA and converts it to business rules with check of consistency of the business rules. Data collector is continuously collecting data from state discovery and web service logger in reconfigurable predefined patterned. Then business controller reads the rules from business ruler and find if matched with data being collected by data collector. If business rules verified, business controller push the collected data with match business rule to data presenter which present it to business analyst in human understandable format.

X. Conclusion
This paper highlighted the Business Level Agreement (BAL) and compares it with Service Level Agreement. We show the importance of BLA how it can be beneficial to the organization when monitoring SOA-based applications according to BAL. Also we introduced a framework for monitoring BLA on SOA-based applications and discussed its architecture components, monitoring mechanism and monitoring scenario. Related work on SLA had been also discussed. As future work, we will implement the framework and test it on SOA environment and discuss the results.
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